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Abstract 
The main statistical characteristics of non-stationary acoustic processes are considered in the given article. The key dependences 
necessary to estimates the mean value of the acoustic non-stationary emission and the mean values of squares of the non-
stationary random radiation process are presented. Particular attention is paid to the correlation functions of the non-stationary 
random process. The current, local and average statistical characteristics of non-stationary acoustic processes are identified. 
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1. Introduction 
The issues of environmental protection in the design, construction and reconstruction of roads are considered by 
such scholars as D. Harland, A. Williams, J. Walker, V. Babkov, E. Ugnenko, A. Beliatynskii, A. Vasiliev, 
I. Evgeniev, V. Filippov, V. Silianov, V. Abrakitov, etc. Noise is one of the most important factors of harmful 
effects on humans and the environment. Therefore, the task of evaluating and reducing the influence of acoustic 
radiation emerges full blown. 
Ensuring the required level of acoustic comfort is one of the main goals of environmental protection for 
densely populated regions with a developed transport network with high traffic density. To evaluate the acoustic 
comfort of the roadside area of residential communities, it is necessary to have background information on the 
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statistical characteristics of non-stationary acoustic processes. The main acoustic values to be evaluated include: 
the average value of the non-stationary process, the mean square of the non-stationary process, the 
autocorrelation, cross-correlation functions, the spectral density and the density of probability distribution 
(Williams 1977; Harland 1974; Білятинський 1997; Угненко 2001). 
2. Main part 
As a non-stationary process they assume the movement of the road transport P (Ni, xi), where Ni – is the traffic 
intensity, veh/hour; xi – performance indicators of highways. 
Estimation of the mean value of the acoustic non-stationary process can be written as 
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It is obvious that the evaluation (1) will be different for various implementations sampling p (t, xi). Therefore, for 
each fixed set of implementations it is necessary to establish the degree of assessment approximation (1) to the true 
value of the mean, which is presented as a mathematic expectation of the current average value 
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Expression (2) implements the averaging of the random variable on the implementation and the ensemble, i.e., 
presents a true average. 
The variance of the estimate (2) is determined by 
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Assuming that the implementation is statistically independent, opening the brackets in the expression (3) we will 
obtain  
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Given that m1 is an unbiased estimator of m1 [m1t] for all t, regardless of the number of realization of N, we will 
obtain from the last equality 
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which implies that at N→∞σ[m1t]→0 in connection with what the current average presents the estimation of the true 
mean for all t. 
Assessment of mean values of non-stationary processes can be done by computer. Implementation of N may be 
written in the continuous or discrete form. For all N realizations there is performed ensemble averaging, which is 
reduced to the summation of implementations and division of the amount obtained by the number of N realizations. 
If each implementation pi(t) consists of M discrete samples, MN samples are introduced into the computer memory. 
However, the average studied non-stationary process is presented by one implementation. In such cases, non-
stationary mean values are measured according to this realization (Евгеньев 1999). 
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Let us consider a possible method for estimating the time-varying (current) value of the square of non-stationary 
random process for ensemble of N realizations, similar to the considered current average value of the non-stationary 
random function (1). Estimation of the average current value of the square of process p(t, xi) is ensemble averaging 
of realizations 
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The value ][1 2ptm is in each moment of time an unbiased estimate of the true mean square of the test process 
independently of the number of implementations, by virtue of the fact that mathematical expectation ][1 2ptm  is, 
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Mathematical expectation ][ 11 tmm – equation (6) – represents the true average value of the square of the non-
stationary process similar to equation (2). 
The practical importance of the mean square of the non-stationary random process (current, local or true mean) is 
similar to the role of the mean square of the random stationary process – it is a normalizing factor of the 
corresponding correlation function, describing the current, local or average power of the process. 
To determine the variance of the estimate we’ll assume, as previously, that the realization of p(N, xi) are 
statistically independent, and therefore 
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then, we can write 
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Thus, the posed problem of determining the variance of estimating ][1 2ptm  reduces to establishing mathematical 
expectations averaged according to the ensemble of realizations p4(t). To determine these mathematical 
expectations, several measuring options were suggested (Угненко 2001). 
Here is the final estimate of the variance obtained from the equation (9) 
[ ] ( )[ ] ( )[ ]{ }iit xipmxtpmNpm  , ,
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Thus, the dispersion (8) is similar to dispersion (4) when N→∞ tends to zero, and therefore is a consistent 
estimator of m1[p2(t, xi)] termined by equation (7). 
Assessment of mean values of squares of a non-stationary random process can be performed by averaging input 
realizations according to the ensemble by a simple replacement of p(N, xi) for p2(N, xi). For some classes of non-
stationary processes, i.e., it can be obtained according to a single realization by means of low-frequency filtration 
similar to the procedure described above, which consists in average value separation for the additive process. The 
process dispersion under the assumption that p(N, xi) has a zero mean value and a unit variance can be written as 
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Similar to the assessment of the mean value, at a slow varying of function ( )Nxi  ,ϕ  in comparison with the 
change of low frequency components p1(xi, N) it can be separated from the random component by implementing 
filtering of a unit realization. The obtained in such a way estimations of the mean value of square will be displaced, 
and the remarks made above in connection with the assessment of the mean value of a random process on the basis 
of a single realization are fully applicable to them (Угненко 2002, М 218-02071168-416-2005). 
Correlation function Rp (N1, N2, x1, x2) Rp (N1, N2, x3, x2) of a random process p(N, xi) is a mathematic 
expectation of the product of two instantaneous values of the process p0 = (N, xi) = p (N, xi) – m1 (N, xi). In 
accordance with the above determined current, local and average statistical characteristics, similar analogous 
dependences for correlation functions are introduced. For current autocorrelation and cross-correlation functions of 
the non-stationary random process (traffic flow) the following relations are true: 
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For local correlation and cross-correlation functions fixed realization k is considered  
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and, accordingly, the average autocorrelation and cross-correlation functions 
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As it has already been noted, the current (temporary) correlation functions on the basis of their explicit 
dependence on time are called the functions of time statistical connection. Therefore, generalization of current time 
functions on the current spatial correlation functions of statistically inhomogeneous processes should be similarly 
called the functions of spatial statistical relationship. 
Let us assume that 
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the correlation coefficient of a non-stationary random process is p(t). Let us assume that the process p(t) constitutes 
a pre-product of the non-stationary random function p1(t) at an arbitrary function.  
Then 
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where Rpt(τ) – the correlation function of a stationary random process. 
Let us divide term by term (19) by (20) 
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If now, given the arbitrary character of function ϕ(t), we assume that ( ) ( ) ( )τ
ϕτϕ
1pr
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follows  
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For non-stationary random processes as well as for stationary ones, if the condition of the absolute integrability 
of the square of random function ( )∫
∞
∞−
∞pdttp2 , the correlation function limit is ( ) 0lim 2112 →−∞→− ttRpttt  
that physically captures the essence of reducing acoustic contamination of the road-side area of small residential 
communities. 
Of great importance, when considering the practical issues of analysis of measuring devices functioning, 
selection of an averaging interval and establishment of a reasonable temporary storage of an accidental signal has 
the so-called correlation interval τ0, characterizing the time during which a random process can be considered 
statistically related. For the non-stationary process τ0 is given by correlation 
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For current and local correlation functions corresponding integral correlation intervals can be expressed with 
regard to (12), (13) in the form of 
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Thus, the current correlation interval τ0t(t) depends on the time, and the local τ0t(t) on the number of realizations. 
Averaging τ0t(t) in time, and τ0x(xk) cumulatively, we will obtain 
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or taking into account (24) and (25) 
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In equation (26) the overline denotes averaging in time, and the angle brackets – ensemble averaging of 
realizations. It should be noted that there exist other evaluation criteria of integral correlation scales, taking into 
account the features of considered processes. These issues form the content of special works and go beyond the 
scope of this analysis (Угненко 2002). 
3. Conclusions 
From the presented consideration of fundamental properties of correlation functions of non-stationary random 
processes it can be seen that special characteristics of local and average correlation functions are marginally 
different from each other. As for the current correlation functions and their obvious generalizations, they differ 
significantly from their stationary counterparts. This feature indicates that the current (time and space) probabilistic 
characteristics are carriers of information on the non-stationary properties of the process, while the local ones reflect 
their properties as non-ergodic processes. 
The problem solution to ensure the acoustic comfort of the roadside area of residential communities makes it 
possible to use the given in the paper dependences and correlation functions, consider the impact of current, local 
and average statistical characteristics of non-stationary acoustic processes. 
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